
 
 

Pill Maker 1671 

Chapter 1671 - 1671 Region Of Unrest 

Huo Yao narrowed her eyes and a murderous aura radiated from them. However, she quickly composed 

herself. 

She leaned into the car seat backrest nonchalantly and turned off the phone. She asked the man sitting 

beside her. “How much time do we need to get to City A.” 

After Huo Yao found the GPS location, Min Yu sent Zhuo Yun a text message to prepare the plane. “30 

minutes.” 

Huo Yao rapped her fingers gently on her knee. She acknowledged him and closed her eyes. She did not 

dress warmly when she came out, so her face looked cool and fair. 

Min Yu glanced into the rearview mirror and said nothing. He simply turned on the car heater. 

20 minutes later, they arrived at the airport. 

Zhuo Yun was waiting at the entrance. He went toward them the moment he saw them get off the car. 

“Boss, Miss Huo.” 

Huo Yao nodded. 

Min Yu held Huo Yao’s hand. Since it felt a little cold, he took out his coat and placed it on her. He 

looked at Zhuo Yun and said calmly, “Stay back to handle things here.” 

“Yes, Boss.” Zhuo Yun nodded and glanced at Huo Yao. 

Even though he did not know the reason his boss suddenly wanted to go to City A, he had a feeling that 

it had something to do with Miss Huo. 

Zhuo Yun did not probe. When Min Yu tossed the car keys at him, he caught them expertly and watched 

as they entered the airport. 

As Huo Yao boarded the flight, Huo Yao received a call from Wu Yue. 

“Huo Yao, I can’t get through to your senior brothers on the phone. Did they contact you? We’re 

supposed to head to the airport soon, but they are nowhere to be found,” said Wu Yue worriedly. 

Huo Yao walked into the cabin and sat down. She said calmly, “Mr. Wu, don’t worry. My senior brothers 

probably went out to buy stuff. Maybe they’ll be back soon.” 

Her calm voice always had a soothing effect. Wu Yue was initially very worried, but he inexplicably 

calmed down. 

Even though Country M was a little chaotic, Li Chenhui and the others were simply sightseeing, so it was 

unlikely that they got into any serious trouble. 

Wu Yue said unsuspectingly, “Okay then. I still have to pack, so talk again soon.” 

“Okay.” 
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Huo Yao put away her phone and looked out of the window solemnly. She was unafraid that her senior 

brothers might get hurt. After all, the culprits were simply trying to draw her out. 

** 

An hour later, the plane landed in City A. 

Huo Yao got into the car and turned on the phone. The moment she did, a text message from an 

unknown number popped up on the screen. The message was simple enough and only contained three 

words. 

[Waiting for you.] 

Huo Yao glanced at the text message mildly and deleted it. 

Yang Yi was there to pick them up and he had already started the engine. He asked softly. “Are we going 

to the hotel?” 

Min Yu glanced at Huo Yao. Her head was lowered as she tapped on the phone screen. Before long, she 

said, “I want to go there.” 

The moment she finished her sentence, a detailed satellite map appeared on the monitor on the center 

console. 

When Yang Yi saw the map on the screen, he sighed inwardly. Sure enough, she was an excellent hacker. 

As long as there was an internet connection, she was capable of anything. 

She managed to pull this off in a matter of seconds! 

Yang Yi glanced at the GPS location on the map. It was quite a distance from Huo Yao’s hotel. Also, he 

knew the area. It was the region of unrest in City A. 

“Are you going to the region of unrest?” asked Yang Yi solemnly as he started the engine. 

Chapter 1672 - 1672 Where Did She Learn To Do This? 

1672 Where Did She Learn To Do This? 

The place came to be known as the region of unrest since it was not within the government’s 

jurisdiction. All kinds of people came to gather here. Shooting cases and plundering often took place 

here. 

Yang Yi did not know they were going to visit the region of unrest, and only brought a few men 

alongwith. 

It was a little dangerous to go to the region of unrest with such few people. 

Min Yu glanced at the back of Yang Yi’s head mildly without offering an explanation. He simply said, “30 

minutes.” 

The moment Yang Yi heard 30 minutes, he threw his thoughts to the back of his mind and floored the 

gas as though it was the brake. He said hurriedly, “Boss, it takes at least 50 minutes to get there!” 
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They were in the east and the place was in the west direction. This meant they had to travel across half 

the city. To compound this, the street conditions here were poor. Also, they needed a green card to 

enter the region of unrest! 

Even though he had the green card, it was really pushing it to get there in 30 minutes, especially since 

he was not a driver by profession. 

However, no one answered Yang Yi and it was completely silent in the car. 

Yang Yi scratched his head. After driving out of the airport, he could only resign to his fate and drive 

swiftly. 

He was not a professional racer, but he drove as aggressively as one. 

Yang Yi drove smoothly at high speeds. He was in luck and did not encounter any crossfires. He finally 

arrived at the GPS location on the map in 30 minutes. 

Meanwhile, outside a worn-down old mansion. 

Yang Yi parked the car and looked out at the building. 

Lush ivy covered the entire exterior of the mansion. The windows on the second and third floors looked 

so old that they might fall out any moment. Rather than calling it a mansion, it was more like a 

dangerous building. 

No one should be living in the building. 

Why did Miss Huo want to come here? 

Yang Yi felt very curious, but he could not bring himself to ask. He quickly sent a text message using his 

phone telling his subordinates to stay on high alert. 

Huo Yao took off Min Yu’s coat and placed it on him as she sat in the car backseat. It was impossible to 

tell what she was thinking just by looking into her eyes. 

“Wait for me here. I’ll be back real soon.” Huo Yao reached her hand out and opened the car door as she 

spoke. 

Before she was able to get off the car, Min Yu held her other hand by the wrist. “How could I let my 

girlfriend go on her own?” 

Huo Yao turned back to glance at Min Yu and suddenly smiled. She held his hand back and pulled him 

toward her. She went toward him and planted a kiss on his lips hard. 

Min Yu went speechless. 

Could anyone take this? 

Huo Yao quickly stopped kissing him and said softly, “Wait for me.” 

She let go of his hand and quickly got off the car before Min Yu could react. 



 
 

When the door clicked shut, Min Yu snapped out of his daze. He looked out of the window at the 

silhouette walking toward the mansion. After some time, he laughed uncontrollably as he shook his 

head. 

She was really… Where did she learn to do this? 

After Yang Yi witnessed their entire lovey-dovey interaction, he was unable to snap out of his 

astonishment for some time. 

Even though he was single, he knew that men should take the lead. Unexpectedly, the opposite was true 

for his boss! 

Complicated emotions flooded Yang Yi’s heart. He could sense his boss’s cold, untouchable image crack. 

Min Yu did not care how his subordinate felt. After Huo Yao was out of sight, he retrieved a black mask 

from his pocket, put it on, and opened the car door to get off. 

Chapter 1673 - 1673 Here To Catch Her 

Yang Yi quickly got out of the car. “Boss, are you going with her?” 

Min Yu undid his sleeve button and rolled it up nonchalantly to reveal his fair slender wrist. He replied 

mildly. “I’m in a good mood. I’m just here to look around.” 

When Yang Yi heard how his boss reacted for the sake of Huo Yao, his lips twitched in disbelief. He kept 

reminding himself that they were in the region of unrest and it was no small matter! 

Even by walking around casually, they could get into trouble! 

Yang Yi noticed that his boss did not go toward the mansion. Instead, Min Yu followed a path and 

walked outside the building. He hurriedly followed behind, but Min Yu raised his hand and interrupted 

him. 

He could only stop and get back into the car. 

Ever since Min Yu received treatment for his ailment, his fighting skills had gone back to his prime. Yang 

Yi was unworried that something might happen to him. 

** 

Huo Yao pushed open the rusty metal gate outside the mansion. To be precise, the gate was unlocked. 

When she entered the compound, the air smelled moldy and the place had clearly been unoccupied for 

a long time. A thick layer of dried leaves covered the ground. The dried leaves cracked under her feet as 

she walked on them. 

Huo Yao looked at the large sycamore in the courtyard. The tree was hollow and long dead, so only its 

dried trunk remained. A mocking smile swept across her face. 

Did they want to take her to the same spot? 

Were they underestimating her? 
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Huo Yao veered her eyes and headed to the main entrance with a nonchalant look on her face. 

The same went for the metal door outside the main door. It was also unlocked. Huo Yao pushed it gently 

and the door promptly opened. 

Light cast into the house driving away the darkness. Other than the musty smell of mold, there was a 

very light fragrance in the air. 

If no one paid attention and did not have a sharp nose, it was undetectable. 

Huo Yao pursed her lips slightly. 

She looked up and saw her three senior brothers hanging in mid-air from the second-floor railing. 

This was a very old dilapidated building. The railing on the second floor was made of wood. Three men 

were hanging from it now, so it probably could not hold their weight for long. 

Li Chenhui finally spat out the rag stuffed into his mouth. The moment he saw his junior sister standing 

at the door, he was both delighted and worried. 

He threw all his thoughts to the back of his mind and quickly shouted at Huo Yao. “Junior Sister, you 

have to run. They have guns!” 

As Li Chenhui struggled, his body swung in mid-air and a cracking sound could be heard from the 

second-floor railing. 

Li Chenhui’s face turned pale. He was hanging from mid-air, so he was incapable of keeping his balance. 

He wanted to pretend he was fine, but the look of shock on his face gave his true feelings away. 

Wen Ping and Ying Qi were also hanging from mid-air. They were equally scared. 

Huo Yao raised her head expressionlessly and looked at the middle-aged man standing in front of the 

railing on the second floor. She uttered the next set of words mildly. “Shangguan Hou, do you want to 

die?” 

Even though she did not recognize the face, she could tell at a single glance that he was wearing a 

human skin mask. Also, judging from the vile feeling he was giving her, it was none other than 

Shangguan Hou. 

Shangguan Hou was unsurprised that Huo Yao recognized him. After all, this was not the first time she 

had encountered him. 

Shangguan Hou shook his head and tutted as he retrieved a dagger. The dagger gleamed threateningly 

as he slowly waved it at the rope holding Li Chenhui and the others. “Between the two of us, who do 

you think has a death wish?” 

Chapter 1674 - 1674 A Level Higher 

Shangguan Hou did not pick up the dagger from the ground. Instead, he retrieved a porcelain bottle 

from his pocket and said unhurriedly, “I’m a man of my word. If you take this, I will release these three 

men now.” 
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He paused and added. “Naturally, you don’t have to take it. After all, three lives mean nothing in 

Country M. I just need to make up some excuse to cover my tracks,” said Shangguan Hou airily. 

Two gunmen pointed their guns at Li Chenhui and the others as they hung from mid-air. 

He was forcing Huo Yao to make a choice. 

Huo Yao glanced at Shangguan Hou and the guns trained on her mildly. She pondered for a few seconds 

and finally said, “Fine. Release them. I will do as you say. Otherwise… Well, you know very well what I 

can do to you. At the very worst, we can all die together.” 

She spoke calmly as though she did not have a care in the world. 

Shangguan Hou knew that she meant every word she said. After all, he had experienced her 

ruthlessness first hand back in the day. 

Shangguan Hou paused briefly. He veered his head sideways and signaled a man. The man proceeded to 

pull Li Chenhui and the others up from the railing. 

However, he did not release them after pulling them up. 

Huo Yao did not insist on their release. After all, this was good enough for her. 

This way, she had one less thing to worry about. 

“If you try anything funny, they will die immediately.” Shangguan Hou handed the porcelain bottle to 

someone beside him and got him to hand it to Huo Yao to take it. 

Chapter 1675 - 1675 Medicinal Powder 

As Shangguan Hou’s men strode toward Huo Yao, an explosion could be heard from outside. It was so 

strong that they felt the building shake. 

Everyone promptly looked worried. 

Just when everyone turned their attention to the explosion, Huo Yao moved at a lightning speed. 

She kicked the gunman behind her to the ground. Another gunman stood on the right, but she grabbed 

his gun barrel before he could react. She pulled gently and the gun was hers. 

By the time Shangguan Hou and his men realized what had happened, gunfire echoed through the air. 

More men fell to the ground in the corridor. If Shangguan Hou did not dodge in time, he would definitely 

get shot. 

Damn it! 

Shangguan Hou cursed inwardly. After barely dodging the gunfire, he turned to grab Li Chenhui by the 

throat tightly. He pulled Li Chenhui in front of him and said coldly, “If you want him to die, you are 

welcome to try again.” 

Huo Yao had taken out another gunman. The moment she heard Shangguan Hou’s words, she turned 

her head sideways nonchalantly. 
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Her senior brother’s face red was flushed from the strangulation. He used to be very handsome, but he 

was in a very bad state now. 

Huo Yao narrowed her beautiful eyes coldly as she looked at him. 

She walked toward Shangguan Hou. 

Shangguan Hou tightened his grip on Li Chenhui’s throat upon seeing this and also retreated by a couple 

of steps. 

He knew that Huo Yao was an excellent fighter. Even though he had hostages, it was highly unlikely that 

he could do anything about her. 

It did not matter. Considering the time, it was time to wrap this up. 

When Huo Yao approached Shangguan Hou, he smiled cunningly as he suddenly let go of Li Chenhui. In a 

split second, he pushed Li Chenhui toward the railing before he could steady himself. 

At the same time, he kicked the railing hard. Compounded by Li Chenhui’s weight and force, the rotting 

railing could not take the weight and split apart. Li Chenhui was about to fall from the second-floor 

railing. 

The second floor was three meters high. Li Chenhui was bound by rope and he was a full-grown man. If 

he fell from such height, he would definitely die or get crippled. 

Huo Yao did not expect this move from Shangguan Hou. She promptly lunged forward, reached her 

hands out, and grabbed Li Chenhui by the clothes in the nick of time. Li Chenhui hung from the second 

floor again. 

Huo Yao lay prone on the ground. Blood appeared on her fair hands from the intense abrasion against 

the tiled floor. 

“J-Junior Sister…” Li Chenhui hung from mid-air with his face ghastly pale. “Am I going to die today?” 

“If I really die… you can have my share of the cash award. Remember to take it from our teacher…” 

Li Chenhui closed his eyes. He trembled as he said his last words to Huo Yao. 

Huo Yao went speechless. 

“Shut up.” Huo Yao gritted her teeth as she pulled him up. 

Shangguan Hou was still standing behind Huo Yao. As she held onto Li Chenhui, Shangguan Tong 

released some undetectable white powder into the air at Huo Yao with a wave of his hand. Some of the 

powder landed on Huo Yao’s arms and face. 

The powder on Huo Yao quickly got absorbed and disappeared. 

Huo Yao froze briefly. Her grip on Li Chenhui also loosened slightly. In a split second, she acted as though 

nothing had happened and continued pulling Li Chenhui up. 

Upon close scrutiny, her strength had clearly decreased. 



 
 

Chapter 1676 - 1676 Make It A Quick And Easy Death 

Shangguan Hou was stunned when he witnessed her reaction. Sure enough, she had a very special 

constitution. At this moment, she was still able to keep this up. 

Sadly, if Shangguan Yu did not help the student, she probably had the chance to retreat in one piece. 

Shangguan Hou pursed his lips as he pulled a gun from his hip. He pointed it at Li Chenhui hanging in 

mid-air. “Don’t bother wasting your time. It’s over for you. No matter what, you’re going to die. I can 

make it a quick and easy death for you.” 

The moment he finished his sentence, he pulled the trigger slowly. 

At this moment, a man’s cold voice could be heard. “You sure talk big.” 

As Shangguan Hou spoke, he could sense immense pain in his gun-wielding hand and his gun fell to the 

ground. 

He lowered his eyes and saw a huge hole in his wrist. Blood instantly gushed from the wound. 

Shangguan Hou automatically pressed the injury hard with his other hand as he hastily raised his head 

and looked in the direction of the man’s voice. 

A tall, powerful man came in from the balcony and walked into the corridor. He was wearing a mask, so 

it was impossible to see his face. However, he gave off a murderous aura that instinctively felt 

threatening and scary. 

He belatedly realized that all his men had fallen to the ground. The people staking out outside the 

compound had probably met a similar fate. 

Shangguan Hou’s eyes darkened. He reacted quickly in the face of danger. He glanced at Huo Yao and 

went over the broken railing and jumped straight down. 

Min Yu spun the silencer gun in his hand. When Shangguan Hou got to the ground floor, he smiled and 

pulled the trigger unhurriedly. 

A shot was fired at Shangguan Hou quietly. 

Shangguan Hou let out a stifled groan. He quickly tumbled and got out of Min Yu’s line of sight. He 

disregarded the wounds on his body and went straight toward a secure corridor and escaped. 

Min Yu did not give chase. Instead, he quickly walked toward Huo Yao. He immediately reached his hand 

out and pulled Li Chenhui who was hanging from mid-air. 

Li Chenhui was completely stunned. After he got pulled back up to safety, he sat there powerlessly. 

Min Yu did not stop to check on Li Chenhui. Instead, he reached to pull up Huo Yao, but she stopped 

him. 

“Don’t touch me,” Huo Yao spoke in a hoarse tone. She could sense her energy waning. She was 

incapable of even moving a finger at this moment. 
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If Shangguan Hou wanted to capture Huo Yao, he would not only come with gunmen alone. She looked 

at Min Yu and said with great difficulty, “Don’t touch me. He used drugs…” 

The smell of Chinese herbs in the air was simply a part of the concoction. The medicinal powder which 

he threw at her was the main highlight. 

Even though she was immune to drugs, he had clearly gone all out. 

Min Yu glanced at Huo Yao’s pale face and the injuries on her arms. His eyes swiftly turned dark. He 

naturally knew what she meant. 

He took off his coat and put it on Huo Yao before he carried her. When he lowered his head to look at 

her, she had already closed her eyes. 

Min Yu tightened his arms and a vicious look radiated from his eyes. 

He should never have let her come alone. He should have entered the moment he took care of the 

people outside the mansion. 

Yang Yi heard the explosion and gunfire from outside. He entered the building and looked at the second 

floor. The moment he saw his boss’s silhouette, he hurriedly went to the second floor. 

When Yang Yi saw Huo Yao in his boss’s arms, he was startled. “Boss, is Miss Huo…” 

Chapter 1677 - 1677 Who Was Huo Yao? 

1677 Who Was Huo Yao? 

“She’s going to be fine.” Min Yu’s face reverted to normal. He turned to glance at Li Chenhui and the 

others and instructed. “Send them back to the hotel safely.” 

Yang Yi nodded reverently. “Yes, Boss.” 

Min Yu did not linger there any longer and carried her downstairs. 

Yang Yi put his gun away at his waist as he walked toward Li Chenhui and the others. He swiftly undid 

the rope binding them. 

After they were unbound, they finally snapped out of their daze. 

Dead bodies belonging to the gunmen whom Huo Yao had taken out were still lying around them. The 

moment they saw their bodies and weapons lying on the ground, the same thought emerged in their 

minds in unison. 

What exactly was Junior Sister’s identity? 

Even after they got into Yang Yi’s car they could not wrap their minds around the whole event. 

By the time they got back to the hotel, an hour had passed. After sending them back, Yang Yi drove off. 

Yang Yi had very rugged features and looked intimidating. Li Chenhui and the others did not even dare 

to speak to him, let alone ask him questions. 

After he was gone, the three of them finally relaxed a little. 
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“I wonder how Junior Sister is doing,” said Li Chenhui in a worried tone. 

He could still remember the look in Huo Yao’s eyes when she saved him without hesitation the moment 

he was pushed downstairs. If not for her, he would be a corpse by now. 

Wen Ping also looked worried. He thought about the incident and said, “She mentioned something 

about drugs.” 

“I hope Junior Sister will be fine,” said Ying Qi deeply. 

The three of them were in bad shape and nearly died. However, none of them took it against Huo Yao 

even though they knew they were abducted because of her. 

Just as they were about to go upstairs, they ran into Huo Changfeng in the lobby. 

After receiving a call from Huo Yao, Huo Changfeng got people to locate Li Chenhui and the others as he 

waited at the hotel. 

Before he was able to locate them, they returned to the hotel on their own, so he could not help feeling 

surprised. 

He thought about the phone conversation he had with Huo Yao. He nodded to them and asked. “What 

happened to you? Where is Miss Huo?” 

Li Chenhui and the others glanced at each other. Since he was her relative, they had no intention of 

hiding the truth from him. They promptly told him how Huo Yao saved them. 

Huo Changfeng promptly looked worried and upset. “Did something happen to Miss Huo?” 

The atmosphere felt tense, so Li Chenhui instinctively felt scared. He replied in a trembling tone. “M-

maybe… We don’t know for sure.” 

“Then, where is she now?” Huo Changfeng did not care if he scared them. He simply asked anxiously. 

Li Chenhui replied. “You can ask Junior Sister’s boyfriend. He took her away.” 

Huo Changfeng briefly froze when he heard about her boyfriend. However, he quickly nodded. “Got it. 

Thanks for telling me.” 

The moment he finished his sentence, he swiftly strode out of the hotel. 

At the same time, he retrieved his phone and called Xie to find Min Yu’s contact number. 

** 

Meanwhile, Min Yu stood outside the emergency room. 

The light was on and he kept leaning against the wall standing there without moving the slightest, 

resembling a statue. 

He finally snapped out of his daze when his phone rang in his pocket. 

When he saw an unknown number flashing, he rejected it promptly. 



 
 

Chapter 1678 - 1678 The Stupid Man Kept Interfering 

1678 The Stupid Man Kept Interfering 

A few seconds after Min Yu hung up the phone, the same unknown number called him again. 

He paused for a couple of seconds and picked up the phone this time. 

When Min Yu heard the deep powerful voice over the phone, he politely gave him the hospital address. 

After getting the address, the caller hung up the phone immediately without the slightest hesitation. 

Min Yu put away his phone, raised his head, and looked at the emergency room entrance. 

He was dressed in a thin shirt, but he did not seem to sense the cold. 

When Huo Changfeng got there roughly ten minutes later, he saw Min Yu standing there and could not 

help feeling annoyed. 

“How is she?” asked Huo Changfeng after clearing his throat. 

Min Yu seemed polite, but he continued frowning. “The doctor is examining her. We have to wait for an 

analysis report.” 

Huo Changfeng did not continue asking him anything further. He walked up to the emergency room 

worriedly instead. After he walked around the door a few times, the light at the door finally went off. 

When the door opened, the nurses pushed the hospital bed out of the room. 

Huo Changfeng looked at Miss Huo lying on the hospital bed with her eyes closed looking very pale. His 

eyes darkened as he asked the doctor. “How is she?” 

The doctor glanced at Huo Changfeng. Judging from his imposing aura, it was clear he was an important 

man. He quickly replied in a courteous tone. “We have given her a thorough checkup and she is fine.” 

Even though she was technically fine, Huo Changfeng did not ease up. Instead, he asked in concern. 

“Then why is she unconscious?” 

“We will only know more after conducting a detailed blood work.” The doctor paused and looked at Min 

Yu. “Mr. Min, you mentioned there were drugs on the patient’s clothes, so I also collected a sample. 

After the test results come back, I will let you know immediately.” 

Min Yu nodded. “Thanks, Doctor.” 

“You’re welcome.” 

The doctor said a few words and quickly left with the datasheet. 

Before long, the nurses pushed the bed to the hospital ward. They were instinctively intimidated by Huo 

Changfeng and Min Yu’s powerful auras, so they quickly left. 

After closing the door, Huo Changfeng glanced at Huo Yao before looking at Min Yu. He pointed at the 

chair by the side. “Why don’t you take a seat so that we can talk?” 
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Min Yu nodded. He sat down on the chair unhurriedly. He knew what Huo Changfeng wanted to know, 

so he said, “The culprit escaped. I don’t know his identity, but he is badly injured.” 

Huo Changfeng leaned against the chair armrest with a vicious look on his face. He went quiet for half a 

minute before he said politely, “Thank you for today, Young Master Min. We can handle the rest. We 

don’t want to trouble you.” 

He was very annoyed. Huo Yao was clearly the eldest daughter of their family, but the stupid man kept 

butting into everything and did not give him a chance to help! 

Even though Young Master Min had helped to bring Miss Huo back, he only planned on sending 

someone to prepare a gift as a show of thanks. 

Min Yu naturally knew what Huo Changfeng was driving at. He glanced at the young woman lying on the 

hospital bed. “You’re welcome. Huo Yao is my girlfriend, so it’s no trouble at all.” 

Huo Changfeng opened his eyes wide in shock. 

Could the man be any more shameless? 

Min Yu failed to detect the expression on Huo Changfeng’s face. 

No one knew exactly what happened to Huo Yao, so he did not want to agitate Huo Changfeng at this 

moment. He simply said, “Don’t worry about the hospital. However, I probably need you to help 

investigate the incident today.” 

Chapter 1679 - 1679 Something Wrong With Her Blood 

1679 Something Wrong With Her Blood 

Min Yu was very worried about Huo Yao and how long she would remain unconscious. 

He already knew she had a degree of immunity against drugs. Normal drugs could not have done this to 

her. 

If someone designed this drug to use it against her, it had to be a very unusual medicine. 

Huo Changfeng did not know what Min Yu was thinking. He simply felt that he had trouble breathing. It 

seemed as though someone had just counter-attacked him, but he was unable to retort. 

After some time, just as Huo Changfeng was about to speak, the doctor entered the room. In his hand, 

he was holding the patient’s blood work. 

Even though he could sense the cold atmosphere in the room, the doctor did not take it to heart. He 

simply said, “The patient’s blood test is back. Other than her unusual IgM levels, everything else looks 

fine.” 

Huo Changfeng promptly stood up from the chair. “What do you mean by that?” 

“Why don’t I put it this way? Everyone has protective antibodies. If the patient is attacked by bacteria, 

the antibodies will show up as positive in the test. Strangely, she is not suffering from an infection.” The 

doctor frowned even as he spoke. 
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When he analyzed the patient’s blood, he strangely noticed the numbers for the report changing right 

under his eyes. 

It seemed as though there was something more to her blood. 

The doctor retrieved a brand-new syringe from his pocket and said, “I need another blood sample from 

the patient.” 

Huo Changfeng held the report. It contained a lot of data on it which he did not understand. However, 

one thing he knew appeared at the end of the report, she was fine. 

He finally heaved a sigh of relief. 

After the doctor was done taking a blood sample, Huo Changfeng asked., “If the numbers are normal, 

shouldn’t it mean that she’s fine? Why is she still unconscious?” 

The doctor did not know what to say either. “Perhaps she will wake up soon on her own.” 

Huo Changfeng wanted to grab the guy and pummel him. It was as good as not saying anything useful. 

However, he suppressed his annoyance. 

Before long, the doctor left the hospital ward. 

Huo Changfeng kept pacing up and down inside the hospital ward. This happened on his watch because 

he failed at his job. He looked at Min Yu and said, “If Miss Huo wakes up, please give me a call 

immediately, Young Master Min. I’m going to take care of something.” 

Even though he did not like the man, he knew that Miss Huo was in good hands. 

He had to find the culprit and capture him. 

Huo Changfeng’s face turned cold and a murderous fire spewed from his eyes. 

Min Yu looked at Huo Changfeng. He nodded and replied. “One more thing. Please don’t tell Uncle 

Jinfeng about this just yet. She said this before she passed out.” 

Huo Changfeng paused briefly before he nodded. “Got it.” 

He strode out of the hospital ward with a stern, imposing aura. 

Min Yu veered his eyes. He reached his hand out to pull a chair beside the bed and sat down. He held 

Huo Yao’s hand but she did not feel cold. 

Perhaps she was genuinely fine. 

Min Yu took out his phone and called Yang Yi. “Have you found him?” 

Yang Yi naturally knew what his boss was referring to. “No, we haven’t. We have scoured the region. It 

seems as though he has disappeared into thin air.” 

Min Yu narrowed his eyes. He knew that the bullet had hit the man near his heart. Even if he managed 

to survive, it was impossible for him to escape Yang Yi’s detection. 



 
 

Things were starting to get very interesting. 

Chapter 1680 - 1680 Pay The Price 

1680 Pay The Price 

“Keep searching.” Min Yu spoke mildly as he looked at Huo Yao’s face. “I don’t care what you have to do. 

Find him.” 

“Yes, Boss.” Yang Yi promptly accepted the orders. Even if his boss did not ask, he would have done the 

same. 

Of all people, the perpetrator had to touch Miss Huo. He certainly had a death wish. 

After hanging up the phone, Yang Yi made arrangements to send some of his best men to the region of 

unrest. 

The culprit had suffered fatal injuries. It was impossible for him to go too far. 

* 

Meanwhile, in a mansion at the heart of the region of unrest. 

“You were certainly lucky.” Fan Shun used a pair of tweezers to remove the bullet from Shangguan 

Hou’s chest, wearing his gloves. “If the bullet was even a single millimeter off, even the gods couldn’t 

have saved you.” 

Shangguan Hou lay in bed drenched in sweat. Owing to the sweat, the human skin mask on his face was 

starting to peel off. 

However, it did not matter since something more shocking was going on. At this moment, the surgery 

was being conducted without anesthetic. 

His body was immune to the anesthetic. 

Despite this, he was able to undergo the entire surgery without making a sound. It was rather 

inconceivable. 

“Thanks.” Shangguan Hou closed his eyes and uttered a single word with great difficulty. 

Fan Shun glanced at his human skin mask. It was somewhat unsurprising. No wonder he hardly had any 

expression. He was wearing a human skin mask the entire time. 

“You’re welcome.” Fan Shun veered his eyes and continued stitching up his injury. 

After 30 minutes, he took off his blood-stained gloves and surgical gown. “You can get off the bed in a 

week.” 

A week? 

Shangguan Hou frowned. He had already used his drug on the woman, so he said, “I heard that you have 

medication that can make injuries heal rapidly.” 
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Fan Shun opened the bottle of water and raised his brow looking at Shangguan Hou. “Yes, I do. 

However, it has very strong side effects. Are you sure you want it?” 

“Uh huh.” Shangguan Hou answered without the slightest hesitation. 

If he wanted something that defied the gods, he already knew he had to pay the price. 

Did these injuries mean anything to him? 

Fan Shun noticed Shangguan Hou did not care about the side effects, so he stopped trying to convince 

him otherwise. He nodded, took his phone, and made a call as he said, “Okay then. I will get someone to 

bring it over.” 

“Thank you.” Shangguan Hou stared at the ceiling. He could not suffer this wound for nothing. 

After Fan Shun gave the order, he looked at Shangguan Hou. “My men will send the meds. If you can 

take it, you can probably get off the bed by tonight. Tomorrow, you’ll look like a completely normal 

person.” 

“I know,” said Shangguan Hou coolly. 

Fan Shun did not detect anything amiss with his answer and simply smiled. “I am curious. What do you 

want with those students? What’s so special about them? Even the Weapons Bureau got involved.” 

“Nothing is special about those boys. I only took them to draw someone else out.” 

Considering Fan Shun’s resources, it was easy enough for him to investigate him, so Shangguan Hou did 

not bother making excuses. 

“Is that so? Why would you go through all this trouble for this person?” 

Fan Shun did not make arrangements to investigate Shangguan Hou’s matters. Instead, he simply had 

someone to keep an eye on Shangguan Hou’s movement. 

Shangguan Hou’s eyes glinted as he pondered. He veered his head sideways, looked at Fan Shun, and 

said, “Do you remember the guy you asked me to treat? The guy called Yuan Huan? I’m looking for the 

person who did it to him.” 

 


